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(57) ABSTRACT 

A transmitter using quadrature modulation includes a rectan
gular to polar converter for converting data symbols into a 
polar form, where each polar symbol has a magnitude signal 
and an angle signal. Digital phase modulation circuitry 
includes an all digital PLL circuit for generating a phase 
modulated RF carrier signal responsive to the angle signal 
frequency control word (FCW) and a carrier frequency FCW. 
A digitally controlled amplifier for amplifying the phase 
modulated signal is controlled by a digital amplitude control 
circuitry for controlling the gain of the digitally controlled 
amplifier responsive to the magnitude signal. 
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DIGITAL AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
tally controlled amplifier for amplifying the phase modulated 
signal, and digital gain control circuitry for controlling the 
gain of the digitally controlled amplifier responsive to the 
magnitude signal. 

The present invention provides significant advantages over 
the prior art. First, a solution having an all digital amplitude 
modulation path and an all digital phase modulation path 
increases the performance of the transmitter. Second, an all 
digital amplitude modulation transmitter can be fabricated 

This application is a Divisional of application Ser. No. 
13/081,338, filed Apr. 6, 2011 now U.S. Pat. No. 8,411,793, 
which is a Continuation of application Ser. No. 10/927,879 
thed Aug. 27, 2004, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,929,637, which 
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119( e )(1) to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 60/577,508 the Jun. 4, 2004. 

10 using deep submicron CMOS technology, thereby reducing 
the cost of the transmitter. 

STATEMENT OF FEDERALLY SPONSORED 
RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

15 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the present inven
tion, and the advantages thereof, reference is now made to the 
following descriptions taken in conjunction with the accom
panying drawings, in which: 

1. Technical Field 20 FIG. 1 shows a conventional prior art direct up-conversion 
This invention relates in general to communication devices 

and, more particularly, to a fully digital method and apparatus 
for amplitude and phase modulation. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Quadrature modulation is commonly used for communi- 25 

cation. FIG. 1 shows a conventional prior art direct up-con
version transmitter 10. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
pulse-shaped digital baseband signals from the digital base
band 12 are converted into analog domain with digital-to
analog (D/A) converters 14. Due to their digital nature, the 30 

DIA outputs exhibit strong sampling-time harmonics and 
switching noise, which have to be conditioned with low-pass 
filters (LPF) 16 before being up-converted to the RF carrier by 

transmitter; 
FIG. 2 illustrates a general block diagram of a transmit 

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) circuit using com
plex signals; 

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a conventional QAM 
transmit modulation using in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
signals; 

FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a conventional QAM 
transmit modulation using a polar alternative in a form of 
direct amplitude and phase modulation; 

FIG. 5 shows a conventional transmitter with a linear exter
nal power amplifier; 

FIG. 6 shows a conventional transmitter that utilizes an 
external power amplifier operating in the saturated mode; 

FIG. 7 shows a conventional I/Q upconversion transmitter 
with an external power amplifier operating in a saturation 
mode in which the static output power is controlled by regu
lating the drain current; 

a modulator 18, which is a critical RF/analog block. The RF 
frequency synthesizer 20 is used as a local oscillator (LO) in 35 

the transmitter 10 to perform frequency translation. The 
power amplifier (PA) 22 is the last stage of the transmitter 
path. The power amplifier performs antenna impedance 
matching and brings the emitted signal to the required power 
level for transmission to the antenna 24. 

A major weakness of this mixer-based transmitter archi
tecture is that even a small mismatch in phase shift or ampli
tude gain between the I and Q paths can significantly impair 
the system performance. Furthermore, because of a certain 
amount of inherent frequency shift between the modulator 45 

input and output (it performs frequency translation by 
design), the strong power amplifier signal can cause fre
quency pulling of the oscillator 20 through injection locking. 
This mechanism finds parasitic paths, such as substrate, 
power and ground lines as well as electromagnetic radiation 

FIG. 8 shows a prior art QAM transmitter with a saturation-
40 mode power amplifier with a digital phase modulation path; 

FIG. 9 illustrates a block diagram of a transmitter with fully 
digital phase modulation and amplitude modulation paths; 

FIG. 10 illustrates a first embodiment of a digitally con
trolled amplifier, which could be used in FIG. 9; 

to feed strong power amplifier signal into most sensitive parts 
of the oscillator. 

FIG. 11 illustrates a second embodiment of a digitally 
controlled amplifier, which could be used in FIG. 9; 

FIG. 12 illustrates a block diagram of a preferred embodi
ment for the AM control circuit of FIG. 9; 

FIG. 13 illustrates an optional improvement that can be 
50 made to simplify implementation and improve the accuracy 

of the AM modulation by normalization; 

Accordingly, the analog sections of the transmitter 10 
require significant component matching for accurate perfor
mance and is not amenable to a deep-submicron CMOS 55 

implementation. 

FIG. 14 illustrates a pre-distortion correction for the non
linearities of the digitally controlled power amplifier and the 
external power amplifier; 

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate an all digital phase lock loop 
circuit used as a frequency synthesizer in FIG. 9. 

Therefore, a need has arisen for an quadrature modulation 
circuit which can be efficiently implemented with CMOS 
fabrication techniques. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In the present invention, a transmitter using quadrature 
modulation comprises circuitry for converting data symbols 
into a polar form, having a magnitude signal and an angle 
signal, digital phase modulation circuitry for generating a 
phase modulated signal responsive to the angle signal, a digi-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

60 The present invention is best understood in relation to 
FIGS. 1-16 of the drawings, like numerals being used for like 
elements of the various drawings. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a general block diagram of a transmit 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) circuit 30 using 

65 complex signals. It mathematically describes an arbitrary 
modulation process. The incoming bit stream bk is fed to a 
coder 32, which converts the "O" or "1" digital bits into a 
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ers because it does not use the traditional RF /analog-intensive 
up-conversion mixer of FIG. 1. 

There are currently two basic methods of performing 
amplitude modulation in a transmitter system with an exter-

stream of symbols am. A symbol assumes values from an 
alphabet. Since the coder may map multiple bits into a single 
data symbol, a distinction must be made between the symbol 
rate and the bit rate. In Bluetooth and GSM there is a one-to
one correspondence between the bits and symbols: 
{0,1 }~{-1,+1 }. More advanced encoding schemes, such as 
QPSK or SPSK, for example, pack two or three bits into a 
symbol, respectively. 

5 nal power amplifier. FIG. 5 shows a transmitter 50 with a 
linear external power amplifier 52. The amplitude modulation 
of a constant-envelope RF signal is performed by a pre-power 
amplifier (PPA) 54, which is part of an integrated transceiver 
56. The amplitude control could be analog or digital. This Symbols are applied to a transmit filter 34, which normally 

produces a continuous-time signal for transmission over the 
continuous-time channel. The main purpose of employing the 
baseband transmit filter 34 is to properly and efficiently con
strain the bandwidth occupied by the modulated RF spec
trum. When rectangular pulses are passed through a bandlim-

15 
ited channel, the pulses will spread in time, and the pulse for 
each symbol will smear into the time intervals of succeeding 
symbols. This causes intersymbol interference (ISI) and leads 

10 circuit, however, is not particularly energy efficient. 

to increased probability of the receiver making an error in 
detecting a symbol. Out-of-band radiation in the adjacent 20 

channel in a mobile system should generally be 40 dB to 80 
dB below that in the desired passband. Since it is difficult to 
directly manipulate the transmitter spectrum at RF frequen
cies, spectral shaping is done in baseband. 

The impulse response h(t) of the transmit filter 22 is called 25 

the pulse shape and it could be raised-cosine or Gaussian. The 
raised-cosine roll off filter belongs to the class of filters which 
satisfy the Nyquist criterion of no ISI at the sampling 
instances. Gaussian filters, on the other hand, have a smooth 
transfer function but do not satisfy the Nyquist criterion and 30 

allow for a certain amount ofISI at zero-crossings. However, 
they can employ power-efficient non-linear amplifiers and are 
commonly used with frequency modulated signals. 

FIG. 6 shows a transmitter 60 that utilizes an external 
power amplifier 62 operating in the saturated mode. The 
amplitude modulation is accomplished by regulating drain 
current of last stages of the power amplifier using control 
circuit 64 including op-amp 65a driving n-channel transistor 
65b. The pre-power amplifier 66 in the integrated transceiver 
68 of this circuit behaves more like as a buffer with at most a 
static control of the output power. 

FIG. 7 shows a conventional I/Q upconversion transmitter 
70, similar to FIG. 1, with an external power amplifier 72 
operating in a saturation mode in which the static output 
power is controlled by regulating the drain current. Operating 
point of the PA's last stage is appropriately set mainly to 
increase the power-added efficiency (PAE). 

FIG. 8 shows a QAM transmitter 80 with a saturation
mode power amplifier 82. A transmit modulator 84 receives 
the data bits from the digital baseband 86 and generates 
digital values for the amplitude (ACW-amplitude control 
word) and phase (FCW-frequency control word) modula
tion. The drain current regulation is done dynamically to 
perform both the static power control (ACW(power)) and the 
amplitude modulation (ACW(data)). TheACW is converted 
to an analog value by DI A converter 88 and filtered by low 
pass filter 90. This scheme, however, does not use the analog
intensive I/Q upconverting mixer 18, as shown in FIG. 7. 
Instead, the phase modulation is performed by a digitally 
controlled frequency synthesizer 92 with wideband fre
quency modulation capability. The frequency synthesizer 92 
produces a frequency at a multiple of a local reference fre-

In modern implementations, the pulse shape is over
sampled by a sampling clock, which usually is an integer 35 

multiple of the symbol clock. It is represented digitally 
throughout the pulse filtering process, even though the filter 
output s(t) is usually, in the end, brought back to the continu
ous-time domain by performing a digital-to-analog conver
sion and subsequent low-pass filtering. 40 quency, PREF, responsive to the FCW. A frequency synthe

sizer of this type is described in connection with FIGS. 15 and 
16. 

The digital baseband data bits bk are synchronous to the 
baseband clock, whereas the digital filter output samples are 
synchronous to the sampling clock, which is conventionally a 
multiple of the data rate. In block 36, the real portion of the 
complex signal is passed to the antenna. 

Complex signal representation requires two physical wires 
that carry both real-valued parts of a complex number. FIG. 3 
shows a block diagram of a QAM transmit modulation using 
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals that represents a natu-

FIG. 9 illustrates a block diagram ofa transmitter 100 with 
fully digital PM andAM paths, unlike the transmitter of FIG. 

45 8 which has only a fully digital PM path. Data bits from the 
baseband 102 are received over an OCP (Open Core Protocol) 
or other bus 104. The bits, bk, are received by coder 106. The 
coder 106 translates the data bits to real and imaginary sym-
bols. The real symbols Re{ am} are input to pulse filter 108a 
and the imaginary symbols Im{ am} are input to pulse filter 
108b. The output of pulse filter 108a, Re{ s(t)}, and the output 
of pulse filter 108b, Im{ s(t)}, are input to a rectangular to 
polar converter 110 (which can be realized using a cordic 
algorithm), which outputs Mag{ s(t)}, the amplitude modula-

ral progression towards a more physically-realizable repre- 50 

sentation. This realization is the basis for the conventional 
transmit modulator 10 described above and can handle a wide 
range of modulation schemes. However, its I/Q imbalance 
and carrier feedthrough usually leads to poor sideband sup
pression. 55 tion signal, and Ang{ s(t)}, the phase modulation signal. 

FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a QAM transmit modu
lation using a polar alternative in a form of direct amplitude 
and phase modulation. A rectangular-to-polar converter 38 
converts a rectangular representation of the baseband signal 
to a polar form. The direct phase modulation is convention
ally performed by modulating the oscillator frequency tuning 
input in a feed-forward manner with a possible PLL loop 
compensation method. The direct amplitude modulation 
might be performed by a conventional method of regulating 
the supply voltage to a saturation-mode power amplifier, or it 
could be made fully digital. The QAM polar method is clearly 
the best choice for digital integration of mobile RF transceiv-

Ang { s( t)}, or FCW (data) after differentiation (the frequency 
is the time derivative of phase), is added to FCW (channel) in 
ADPLL (All digital phase lock loop) 112. ADPLL 112 is 
described in greater detail in connection with FIGS. 15 and 

60 16. ADPLL 112 outputs a high band signal to DPA (digitally 
controlled power amplifier) 116 anda low band ( +2) signal to 
DPA 114. The output ofDPA 114 is coupled to external power 
amplifier 118 through package pin RF OUT Land the output of 
DPA 116 is coupled to external power amplifier 120 through 

65 package pin RF OUT H" Power amplifiers 118and120 operate 
in linear mode. Power amplifiers 118 and 120 are coupled to 
antenna 122 through a high-band/low-band switch 123. 
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In theAM path, Mag{ s(t)} is coupled to AM control circuit 
124, shown in greater detail in connection with FIG. 12. The 
output of AM control circuit 124 is coupled to DPA 114 and 
116. In the illustrated embodiment, the AM control circuit 
provides a 64-bit integer and 8-bit fractional "pseudo-ther- 5 

mometer code" output. The fractional bits are ~li. modulated. 
In pseudo-thermometer code, each bit has a unitary value 
regardless of place, i.e., each bit is unit weighted. Thus, a 
binary "000011" would be translated to "000 ... 000111" and 
binary "000111" would be translated to "000 . . . 10 

0001111111 ".As described below, it is not necessary for the 
'T's and a "O"s to be all grouped together; hence the ther
mometer value "11000111" has the same value as 

6 
In the illustrated embodiment, ACW has six integer bits 

and twelve fractional bits. The integer bits are processed by 
the integer controller 150 and the fractional bits are processed 
by the fractional controller 152. The integer tracking oscilla
tor controller 150 includes a row select circuit 154 and a 
column select and DEM (dynamic element matching) circuit 
156. The outputs of the row select circuit 154 and a column 
select and DEM circuit 156 are received by a switch matrix 
158. The switch matrix 158 provides sixty-four discrete 
switches 160 (corresponding to the sixty-four inputs to the 
DPA) that may be enabled or disabled by the row select circuit 
154 and column select and DEM circuit 156 responsive to 
ACW. The switch matrix 158 is coupled to a bank of sixty
four resampling drivers 161. The resampling drivers 161 

"00011111". 
15 selectively enable or disable transistors 13 0 (FIG. 10) or AND 

gates 142 (FIG. 11) in the DPA in response to the associated 
switches 160. 

FIG.10 illustrates a first embodiment ofa DPA 128, which 
could be used for DPA 114or116. The 64+8 bits output from 
AM control circuit 124 are coupled to the gates of respective 
n-channel CMOS transistors 130. Each transistor 130 has 
source/drains coupled in series with a respective n-channel 
transistor 132 between voltage rail 134 and ground. N-chan
nel transistors 132 have gates coupled to the output of the 
ADPLL 112. Voltage rail 134 is coupled to matching network 
136, for converting the switch state (its resistance or drain 
current) to a sinusoid. Resistor RL represents the input imped- 25 

ance of the external power amplifier. 

In operation, the main attribute of the DPA 128 of FIG. 10 

The row select circuit 154, column select circuit 156 and 
resampling drivers 161 are clocked by the output of the 

20 ADPLL 112. It should be noted that while the switch matrix 
is shown in a row/column configuration, an actual implemen
tation may not be a precise grid. Hence, a "row" could be any 
predefined group of switches 160 in the matrix 158. 

is low noise. The thermometer code output of AM control 124 
determines how many transistors 130 are enabled. The RF 30 

amplitude is digitally controlled by regulating the number of 
active switches in accordance with the desired instantaneous 
amplitude. 

As described in U.S. Ser. No. 10/006,607, the column 
select and DEM circuitry 156, the set of switches 160 used to 
represent a particular row/column configuration varies 
slightly over time in order to average out non-linearities asso
ciated with the output of the DPAs 114 and 116. As the 
configuration of switches vary, the values of the resampling 
drivers 161 and, hence, the particular active transistors in the 
DPAs 114 and 116 vary as well. Thus, for an input binary 
"00001011", the output of the resampling drivers 161 could 
vary from "000 . . . 00011111111111" to "000 . . . 
00111011111111" to "000 ... 01110011111111" and so on FIG. 11 illustrates a second embodiment of a DPA 140, 

35 
where the 64+8 bits output from the AM control circuit 124 

as the second row of switches 160 is rotated. Other variations 
are discussed in U.S. Ser. No. 10/006,607. 

drive one input of respective AND gates 142. The other input The fractional controller 152 includes a digital sigma-delta 
modulator circuit 162 that drives the individual transistors/ 
AND gates in the DPA in response to the fractional bits of the 
ACW. The digital sigma-delta circuit 162 is clocked by 
CKVD, which is assumed, in the illustrated embodiment, to 
be one-half of the 1.8 GHz CKV clock. 

of each AND gate 142 is driven by the output oftheADPLL 
112. Each AND gate 142 drives the gate of an n-channel 
transistor 144, where each n-channel transistor has source/ 40 
drains coupled between a matching network input, voltage 
rail 146 and ground. A matching network 148 is coupled 
between the voltage rail, transistor switches output 146 and 
the external power amplifier. 

To improve the amplitude resolution of a DPA, the digital 
sigma-delta modulator 162 is used to perform a high-speed 

45 ditherofthe fractionalACWbits. The sigma-delta modulator 
162 may be implemented using a first, second, or third order 
sigma-delta modulator. 

In operation, the DPA 140 improves on the carrier leakage 
of DPA 128 of FIG. 10. The AND gates 142 may be imple
mented as a complementary pass gate with a pull-down 
n-channel transistor. Similar to FIG. 10, the output of AM 
control circuit 124 determines the number of transistors 144 
that are dynamically enabled. 

FIG. 12 illustrates a block diagram of a preferred embodi
ment for the AM control circuit 124. The AM control circuit 
receives the clock, CKV, from the DCO 182 of ADPLL 112 
(see FIG. 16) and a re-timed clock reference, CKR, which is 
the clock of the reference signal, PREF, retimed to CKV. As 
state above, the CKV is a multiple (possibly real-valued) of 
PREF, based on FCW. The main purpose of the AM control 
circuit 124 is to translate an amplitude control word (ACW) 
from a 6-bit integer, 12-bit fractional binary representation to 
a 64-bit thermometer code representation with an additional 
8-bit ~li. modulated fractional portion. This portion of the 
circuit is described in connection with U.S. Ser. No. 10/006, 
607 (Pub. No. 2002/0158696), entitled "Frequency Synthe
sizer With Digitally-Controlled Oscillator", to Staszewski et 
al, filed Nov. 30, 2001, which is incorporated by reference 
herein. 

The fractional part of the ACW has a longer delay through 
the ~li. modulator 162 than does the integer part of the ACW 

50 through the row select circuit 154 and column select circuit 
156 and switch matrix 160. The alignment between the inte
ger and fractional parts is achieved by delaying the lower
frequency clock, CKR, used for the final sampling of the 
integer path, by the appropriate number of the high-speed ~li. 

55 clock cycles in delay circuit 164. 
Further, the propagation time through the AM paths and 

PM paths will be different. The PM and AM path misalign
ment is easily corrected by clock-edge delaying the shorter 
path, which is usually the PM path. Higher frequency clocks 

60 can be used for circuitry in the longer path to minimize any 
misalignment. For example, PREF could be used to clock the 
circuitry in the PM path and a divided CKV signal could be 
used to clock the circuitry in the AM path. 

FIG. 13 illustrates an optional improvement that can be 
65 made to ease the implementation and improve the accuracy of 

the AM modulation. Variations in PVT (process, voltage and 
temperature) can cause variations in both the amplitude 
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modulation caused by the ACW and the frequency modula
tion caused by the FCW. To offset the variation, the normal
ized frequency control word (NTW) is multiplied by 

fRf LSB 

KDco 

where fR/LSB is frequency reference PREF, and Knco is the 
expected actual gain of the DCO, which may vary during 
operation of the device. Similarly, a normalized amplitude 
control word (NAW) is multiplied by 

Vo/ LSB 

KDPA 

where V 0/LSB is the reference maximum amplitude, and 
KnPA is the expected actual gain of the DPA, which may vary 
during operation of the device. During normal operation, 
Knco and KDPA could be tracked in real-time with an appro
priate rate of sampling (depending upon the expected changes 
in the relevant parameters). 

FIG. 14 illustrates an optional pre-distortion correction for 
the non-linearities of the DPA and the power amplifiers. As 
shown in the diagram, the characteristic of the linearity of the 
DPA and the power amplifiers is not exactly linear over the 
useful range. By applying a digital pre-distortion 170 curve to 
the incoming modulating data (after the pulse filter), where 
the pre-distortion offsets the non-linearities of the amplifiers, 
the result of the amplification by the DPA and the power 
amplifier of the pre-distorted data will effectively be a linear 
amplification of the data. 

8 
In operation, the ADPLL 112 operates in a digitally-syn

chronous fixed-point phase domain. The variable phase Rv(i] 
is determined by counting the number of rising clock transi
tions of the DCO oscillator clock CKV in accumulator 186. 

5 The frequency reference signal, PREF, is retimed to CKV in 
retiming circuit 187 to generate the retimed signal CKR. The 
reference phase RR[k] is obtained by accumulating FCW with 
every cycle CKR clock input in accumulator 188. The 
sampled variable phase Rv(k] stored at latch 190 is subtracted 

10 from the reference phase in a synchronous arithmetic phase 
detector 192. The digital phase error cii£[k] is filtered by a 
digital loop filter 194 and then normalized by the DCO gain 
Knco in normalization circuit 196 (as shown in FIG. 13) in 
order to correct the DCO phase/frequency in the negative 

15 feedback manner with the loop behavior that is independent 
from process, voltage and temperature. The PREF retiming 
quantization error E[k] is determined by the time-to-digital 
converter (TDC) 198 and the DCO period normalization mul
tiplier 200. The TDC 198 is built as a simple array of inverter 

20 delay elements and flip-flops, which produces time conver
sion resolution of less than 40 ps in this process. 

It should be recognized that the two clock domains, PREF 
and CKV (high speed variable phase output from the DCO 
182), are not entirely synchronous and it is difficult to physi-

25 cally compare the two digital phase values without having to 
face metastability problems. During the frequency acquisi
tion, their edge relationship is not known and, during the 
phase lock, the edges will exhibit rotation if the fractional 
FCW is non-zero. Consequently, the digital-word phase com-

30 parison is performed in the same clock domain. The synchro
nous operation is achieved by over-sampling the PREF clock 
by the high-rate DCO clock. The resulting retimed CKR 
clock is thus stripped of the PREF timing information and is 
used throughout the system. This ensures that the massive 

35 digital logic is clocked after the quiet interval of the phase 
error detection by the TDC. FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate the ADPLL 112. FIG. 15 illus

trates the general operation of the ADPLL 112 acting as a 
frequency synthesizer. The frequency reference (PREF) 
clock at frequency fR contains the only reference timing infor
mation for the frequency synthesizer to which the phase and 
frequency of the RF output are to be synchronized. The RF 
output CKV at variable frequency (fv) is related to the refer
ence frequency (fR) according to the following formula: 
fv=NxfR, where, N=FCW is a fractional frequency division 45 

A chief advantage of keeping the phase information in 
fixed-point digital numbers is that, after the conversion, it 
cannot be further corrupted by noise. Consequently, the phase 

40 detector 192 can be simply realized as an arithmetic subtrac
tor that performs an exact digital operation. Therefore, the 
number of conversion places is kept at minimum: a single 
point where the continuously-valued clock edge delay is com-
pared in a TDC 198. 

Accordingly, by specifying a proper FCW, a channel of any 
ratio. desired frequency can be obtained, with high accuracy due to 

the fractional error correction. Data, processed through pulse 
filter 200, is modulated on the channel frequency by adding 
data values y[k] at adders 202 and 204. However, due to the 

FIG. 16 illustrates a block diagram of an RF transmitter 
180 based on an all-digital phase-locked loop (ADPLL) fre
quency synthesizer with a digital direct frequency modula
tion capability. This circuit is described in detail in U.S. Ser. 
No. 10/131,523, entitled "Digital Phase Locked Loop", to 
Staszewski et al, filed Dec. 19, 2002, which is incorporated by 
reference herein. The RF transmitter 180 features digital 
design and circuit techniques throughout. At the heart of the 
transmitter 180 lies a digitally-controlled oscillator (DCO) 
182, which deliberately avoids any analog tuning voltage 
controls. This allows for its loop control circuitry to be imple
mented in a fully digital manner. 

50 dependency between CKR and PREF, i.e., fv=FCW*fR, the 
channel frequency will vary along with variations in the fre
quency of PREF. 

Although the Detailed Description of the invention has 
been directed to certain exemplary embodiments, various 

55 modifications of these embodiments, as well as alternative 
embodiments, will be suggested to those skilled in the art. The 
invention encompasses any modifications or alternative 
embodiments that fall within the scope of the Claims. 

The DCO 182 produces a digital variable clock (CKV) in 
the RF frequency band. In the feedforward path, the CKV 60 

clock drives the DPAs 118 and 120. In the feedback path, the 
CKV clock is used for phase detection and reference retim
ing. 

The channel and data frequency command words are in the 
frequency command word (FCW) format, defined as the frac- 65 

tional frequency division ratio N with a fine frequency reso
lution limited only by the FCW wordlength. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A circuit for amplitude modulation of a signal, compris

ing: 
circuitry for providing a digital amplitude modulation sig

nal having a integer set of bits and a fractional set of bits, 
wherein the fractional portion operates at a substantially 
higher rate than the integer portion; 

a digital amplifier, coupled to receive a retimed clock sig
nal from an input clock, comprising a plurality of 
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switching elements for setting the output amplitude, driving a second set of switching elements responsive to a 
where the switching elements are driven by respective retimed clock signal from an input clock and to respec-
bits of the digital amplitude modulation signal. tive bits ofa signal, driven at a rate higher than that of the 

2. The circuit of claim 1 wherein the switching elements are integer amplitude value, representing a fractional ampli-
transistors. tude value. 

3. The circuit of claim 1 and further comprising a matching 
network coupled to the digital amplifier. 7. The method of claim 6 and further comprising the step of 

4. The circuit of claim 1 wherein some or all of the bits are passing the output of the digitally controlled amplifier to a 
generated using a dynamic element matching circuit. matching network. 

5. A circuit for amplitude modulation of a signal, compris-
10 

8. The method of claim 6 wherein some or all of the bits are 
ing: generated using a dynamic element matching circuit. 

circuitry for providing a digital amplitude modulation sig- 9. A circuit for amplitude modulation of a signal, compris-
nal having a integer set of bits and a fractional set of bits, ing: 
wherein the fractional portion operates at a substantially circuitry for providing a digital amplitude modulation sig-
higher rate than the integer portion; nal having a integer set of bits and a fractional set of bits, 

a digital amplifier comprising a plurality of switching ele-
15 

wherein the fractional portion operates at a substantially 
ments for setting the output amplitude, where the higher rate than the integer portion; 
switching elements are driven by respective bits of the a digital amplifier comprising a plurality of switching ele-
digital amplitude modulation signal; and ments for setting the output amplitude, where the 

delay circuitry fortime alignment of the integer set and the 
fractional set. 20 switching elements are driven by respective bits of the 

6. A method of controlling a digitally controlled power digital amplitude modulation signal; and 
amplifier comprising: delaying the integer set for time alignment with the frac-

tional set. driving a first set of switching elements responsive to 
respective bits of an integer amplitude value; * * * * * 


